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C HA.PT ER I
INTRODUCTION
The survey method is regarded as a highly desirable way
of evaluating college library resources, procedures and services.
When this method is used, one can. see clearly the strengths and
weaknesses, the merits and demerits of those resources* pro
cedures and services* It is due primarily to curricula read
justment, differentiated instructional techniques and approaches,
and to the rapid development of libraries that it becomes neces
sary, in the course of time, to justify the importance of services
of the library and to evaluate the adequacy of the library in
meeting the needs of its users in the college community* As
changes occur in the instructional program of an institution,
oorresponding changes in the organization of the library must
inevitably follow if the library is to contribute effectively
toward the execution of the program of the college*
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this survey is to examine and analyse
the services of the Morris Brown College Library in relation to
the needs of the College and of the clientele which it is de
signed to serve. The study will include an objective appraisal
of the administrative organization, the resources, library use,
and services rendered by the Library
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Methodology
For collecting information pertinent to the Morris Brown
College Library, an on-the-spot observation of the Library in
action was made* The observation period covered five days*
The Library Score Card and The Classification and Pay Plans for
Libraries in Institutions of Higher Education were used as
guides in determining areas in which the Library is weak,
average, or strong* The same souroes were used to determine
the service unit load and the classification of the Library*
The Classification and Pay Plans was supplemented by information
found in the A. L* A. Bulletin for March 1951» which gives the
19U7 basic salary scales with a cost of living adjustment scale*
The book collection, staff and services, and the physical plant
of the Library were evaluated according to the classification
of the Library* The quality of the holdings of the Library was
ascertained by measuring them against The Classified List of
Reference Books and Periodicals for College Libraries, and
Good Reading*^ Regional and national standards were applied to
Amerioan Library Association, The Library Score Card
(Chicago: American Library Association, 1950).
^American Library Association, Board on Salaries, Staff
and Tenure, Classification and Pay Plans for Libraries in Insti
tutions of Higher Education; "Hon^DflTgree-Conferring Institutions
(Chicago* Amerioan Library Association, 1914,3} • ————
a 5«cost of Living Adjusted Scale." ALA Bulletin, XLVI
(March, 1951). 102.
^Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education, The Classified
List of Reference Books and Periodicals for College Libraries
(Birmingham: The Association, I95I4.) •
^National Council of Teachers of English, Good Reading
(New York. The Mew Amerioan Library, 1954) • ——————
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the Library resources and facilities. Additional pertinent and
significant data were gained through interviews with the ad
ministrative officers, the librarian, faculty members and stu
dents of the College, and through the records and reports of
the librarian of the College*
Significance
A church related institution has a definite responsi
bility and oontribution to make in the field of education* Un
like the state supported institution which has the advantages
of finance and guidance from the state department of education,
the college supported by a religious organization cannot always
afford the expense of employing technical experts to guide its
library program* A library survey will spotlight the policies,
services, and facilities of the library and relate these to the
actual needs of the college community and to the total insti
tutional goals. It will also suggest plans for the future de
velopment of the library* These might well be the benefits
which may be derived from this evaluative study of the holdings
and services of the Morris Brown College Library*
A Brief History of Morris Brown College
Morris Brown College was founded in 1881 under the
patronage of the African Methodist Episcopal Church. Credit
should go to the Reverend Wesley J* Gaines, who later became a
Bishop in the A* M* E. Church, for the idea of a college fully
supported and operated by Negroes in the South for the Christian
education of Negro young men and women* At the North Georgia
Annual Conference of the African Methodist Bpisoopal Church,
it was decided that aueh an institution should be established
in Atlanta, Georgia. Under the guidance of Wesley J. Gaines,
a Board of Trustees appointed to foster the organisation pur
chased six and one half acres of land at the corner of Boulevard
and Houston Streets in the northeastern section of Atlanta at a
cost of $3,5OO.2 In May 1885 & charter was granted for Morris
Brown College.' In October 1885 t&e College was opened for re
ception of students under the principalship of Mrs. Mary McCree.
Gaines Hall, started in 1881*, was completed at a cost of
19,000.00 and was dedioated in November, 1885* I» 189U the
Liberal Arts College was organised under the presidency of Pro
fessor A. S. Kichardson, In the same year, with E. L. Chew
serving as Dean of the School of Religion, Turner Theological
Seminary was formally opened.
Scattered historical facts reveal that it was during
the administration of J. S. Flipper who served as President of
Morris Brown College from 190k to 1908 that the High Normal
, p. 39»
2Morris Brown, for whom the College was named, was an
expatriated "Son* of Charleston, South Carolina who became the
second Bishop of the A. M. B. Church in 1828. For a detailed
biographical*sketch e? Morris Brown, see Theodore L» Flood and
John W. Hamilton, eds.j Lives of Methodist Bishops (New York*
Phillip and Hunt, 1882), pp» 668-&7U*
^Morris Brown College, Annual Catalogue, 1954-19558
Announcements for 1955-1956 (Atlanta: The Morris Brown College
tress, 1955J. P» z5» "
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Course of Morris Brown, a course including college preparatory
as well as straight normal work, was instituted. It was Presi
dent Flipper who assembled several of the smaller church sup
ported schools in the state of Georgia under one system known
as the University System with Morris Brown College at the head.
These schools were Payne College in Cuthbert, Georgia and Cen
tral Park Normal and Industrial Institute in Savannah.1 It was
also during President Flipper's administration that the Trustees
of Morris Brown College purchased from the City of Atlanta a
building formerly owned by the public school system. The build
ing, purchased at $60,000, adjoined the property of Morris Brown
College and housed the Theological Department and the High
School until 19^2*
In 1952 several changes vitally affected the life of
the Institution. Among these were: (1) the abolition of the
Preparatory Schools (2) the merging of Williams Business College
with the Morris Brown College) and (3) changing of site from
the corner of Boulevard and Houston Street to West Hunter and
Tatnall, the former Atlanta University campus.
Nine chief administrators have directed the course and
the growth of the College from its beginning to the present*
•'•Annie B. Thomas, op * o it *, p. 65*
"These schools were originated and sustained by action
of the Churoh»s Conferences* The money for their support has
come chiefly through the liberality of the members of the A. M.
E. Church." Wesley J* Gaines, African Methodism in the South
(Atlanta! Franklin Publishing House, ©1890), p* 280*
'Morris Brown College, op* oit., p* 23*
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Four of these have been identified as principals while eight
were appointed as presidents* The principals, serving in the
order named, have been: Mrs* Mary MoCree, 1885} Mrs* Alice D.
Carey, 1886-1887} the Reverend E. W* Lee. 1887-1888} and Pro
fessor A* S. Richardson, 1888-1894* Then Richardson served as
President from 1894-1896* Other presidents, serving successive
ly, have beent James M* Henderson, I896-I90I4.} Joseph S* Flipper,
1904-1908} E. W. Lee, 1908-1911 (who also served as principal,
1887-1888)} William A. Fountain, Sr., 1911-1920} John H. Lewis,
1920-1928} William A* Fountain, Jr., 1928-1950} and John H.
Lewis, again from 1951 to date.
Control
Morris Brown College is under the control of an Execu
tive Board of Trustees which consists of thirty members* Five
of these are members of the administrative staff of the College*
The Executive Committee exercises immediate control of the In
stitution.
College Ideal
Although Morris Brown College is established and main
tained principally by the A* M* £• Church, its sectarian senti
ment does not permeate its management* In accordance with the
ideals and purposes of its founders -- ideals of self-apprecia
tion, self betterment, creative effort, conscious self-adjust
ments toward the finer life — the College, Christian in spirit
and policy, imposes no denominational requirements on either
its students or faoulty.l
lMorris Brown College, Annual Catalogue, 1931-32, An-
nouncements, 1932-1933 (Atlanta* Robinson-Cofer Co., 1932)T"p« 16.
Objectives of the College
It is observed that the aim of Morris Brown College is*
••• To provide opportunity for moral* spiritual, and
intellectual growth under Christian influences* An attempt
is made to meet the needs of the individual student and to
stimulate and develop his interests by the maintenance of
an environment in which the highest spiritual and intel
lectual Ideals prevail* That cultural development which
shows itself in soGially effioiant manhood and womanhood
is the goal of endeavor at the college* Accordingly, an
effort is made to combine cultural education with practical
vocational and prevocational training in the preparation of
ministers, elementary and secondary school teachers; also,
the pre-professional training for medicine* law, social
work, and other professions.
Curriculum of the College
The curriculum of the College is divided into two large
divisions —» Lower and Upper* The Lower Division which embraces
the first two years of college work purposes to prepare the
student for active participation In society as a citizen, and
to furnish the necessary background for advanced study in se
lected subject matter areas or areas of vocational specialization
in accordance with his interests and aptitudes* The Upper Di
vision affords opportunity for concentration in certain fields
of knowledge important in the pre-3ervlee preparation for vo
cations, and for the development of techniques in certain pro-
fessional fields*
In addition to the Upper and Lower Divisions, there has
'•Morris Brown College, Annual Catalogue, 195^1955
Announcements for 1955-19.56 (Atlanta: Morris Brown College
Press, 195^). P» 23*
2Ibid*, p. 37«
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been developed a special curriculum for teachers with emphasis
on "broad understanding of community and group life, its needs,
resources and possibilities and an understanding of the nature
and needs of the child and, finally, skills in organizing learn
ing materials and experiences for children at various levels.1
In order to achieve the objectives of Morris Brown Col
leges the program of instruction is organized under five di
visions subdivided by 16 departments. These divisions are*
(1) The Division of Education and Psychology whioh includes
eduoation and physical education; (2) The Division of Language,
Literature and Art which includes art, English, foreign langu
ages, and music} (3) The Division of Philosophy and Religion}
(U) The Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics which
comprises biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, and home
economios and (5) The Division of Sooial Sciences whioh is oom-
prised of economics, commercial studies, history, government,
and sociology*
The curriculum is so organized that majors may be pur
sued in the following areas: biology, business administration,
chemistry, economic a, English, French, health and physical edu
cation, history and political science, home economics, mathe
matics, music, philosophy and religion, secretarial scienoe and
sociology* The College offers only a minor in physics* wIn
the liberal arts course one may specialize in one of the broader
academic fields as a basis for later professional training for
Ibid.
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the ministry, social work, medicine, business and other pro*
fessions*
Enrollment and Faculty
Seven hundred seventy-eight students comprise the en
rollment of the College, Of this number, 147 ape part-time
students* Over 90 per oent of the students are from southern
states while less than 10 per oent are from states north of the
Mason-Dixon Line and foreign countries* It is interesting to
note that of the 664 students enrolled from the state of Georgia,
22+7 or 37 per oent are residents of the city of Atlanta* The
number of male and female students attending the College is
290 or 37 per cent and 488 or 63 per oent respectively (see
Table l).
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Of the 51 faoulty members at Morris Brown College, seven
hold the Ph. D. degree and three hold the Ed. D. degree. The
remaining 1*1 have the master's degree and have done some ad
vanced or post-graduate study in their respective fields.
History of the Library
Accommodations in Gaines Hall, the north wing of the
college dedicated in 188J+, included reception rooms, music
rooms, girls' dormitories, and the College Library. The Library,
consisting of one room, was located on the main floor and eon-
tained a relatively few books. Interviews with alumni who at
tended the College when it was located in the northeastern
section of Atlanta reveal that the College had no professionally
trained librarian and that usually a faoulty member or administra
tive officer was in charge of the Library. Early editions of
the College Catalogue show that by 1918 the Library contained
at least 3,000 books.1 By 1932, the College Library contained
4,000 volumes while the Theological Library had nearly 1,000
books.
Although little is known about the qualifications of
the librarians who served Morris Brown College prior to its re
moval from Boulevard and Houston Street to the former Atlanta
University campus, it is certain that by 1930 to the present,
^Morris Brown University, Annual Catalogue, 191J-1918
(Atlanta: 'Morris Brown University Printing Department, 1918),
p. 19-
2Morris grown College, Annual Catalogue,
op. oit., p. !?•
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the College Library has been supervised by a professionally
trained librarian. Serving in the order named, the last three
librarians of Morris Brown College have been Miss Mary McAfee,
holder of an A. B. and a B. L. S. degree, who served from 1950
to 1942s Miss Alta M. McKnight who received the A. B. and
B. S. L. S. degrees from Johnson C. Smith University and Hamp
ton Institute respectively and who served from 19U.2 to 1955$
and Miss Henrietta MeDoanel, 1955 to 1956 who was graduated
from Johnson C« Smith University and who has completed course
requirements for the master's degree in library service at the
Atlanta University School of Library Service.
Objectives of the Library
In its efforts to provide library servioe which would
meet the needs demanded by the College ourrioulum, the Library
has the following objectives: (1) To stimulate and promote the
wide general and cultural reading of students and faculty? (2)
to supply adequately and quickly, as possible, fresh, helpful
and enlightening resourcess and (3) to develop in all library
clientele the ability to use books and other library material
with ease and efficiency*
CHAPTER II
THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OP THE LIBRARY
Organization for efficiency and coordination is highly
desirable in the small church related college library. Service
of student assistants coupled with that of the professional
staff should be used to the fullest and wisest extent possible.
William Randall in The College Library shares the opinion that
the success of the library program depends ohiefly upon a quali
fied staff. He says as much when he states that:
The importance assigned by the college administration
to the library may usually be inferred from the qualifica
tions of the library staff. What the faculty is to the
college, the staff is, with certain limitations, to the
library. A well trained, efficient staff may compensate
in some degree for a meagre library budget or for a poorly
planned building. Even an unsatisfactory book collection
will give better service and fill more needs of the students
and faculty if it is administered by a competent staff.1
According to the American Library Association's Classi-
fioation and Pay Plans for Libraries in Institutions of Higher
duoation, the service unit load establishes the class of the
Library. To establish the library's service unit load, a count
Ls made of the number of students and faoulty members, both full-
ime and part-time* Each underclass student (freshman and
William Randall, The College Library (Chicago: Amerioan
ibrary Association and the University of Chicago Press, 1932),
• 51*
2American Library Association, Board on Salaries, Staff
nd Tenure, op. cit., xix.
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sophomore) other than honors student, is counted as one unit;
each upper-class student, a student of junior or senior standing*
other than honors students equals two units; eaeh honors student,
three units; and eaoh faoulty member as five units* The number
of units in eaeh category is added and the library's service
unit load is the total of these units*
Morris Brown College, in 195U-55» had an enrollment of
778 students* Of this number, 631 were full-time regularly en
rolled students while II4.7 were part-time students. There were
51 faoulty members and three of these were part-time instructors.
Included in the total enrollment were 315 freshmen, 128 sopho
mores, 95 juniors and k3 seniors. Of the 11+7 part-time students,
III), were unclassified.
It should be noted here that Morris Brown College is a
degree-conferring institution with cooperative arrangements with
Atlanta University and four other colleges forming a university
center. Significant in this cooperative relationship are the
exohange of students and teachers and the general use of the
library given to Atlanta University by the General Education
Board* Morris Brown College maintains, however, on its campus,
library facilities for general reading and study* While other
students may use this Library freely, its facilities are de
signed primarily for freshmen students. The College Library
^Concerning library facilities as entered in the Annual
Catalogue of Morris Brown College for 195k-1955» P« 2I4,, the
following statement is extracted:
The Trevor Arnett Library at Atlanta University, a gift
of the General Education Board, is intended to serve the
five Negro Colleges in Atlanta. Accordingly, the faculty
and students of Morris Brown College find opportunity for
research and professional study*
then must necessarily be classified on the basis of its intended
use -- freshmen use primarily. For the purpose of this survey,
then, the servioe unit load will be computed from the freshman
enrollment of full-time students. Since the Library was not de
signed for use beyond freshman level, part-time and other en
rollment statistics will not be included in the service unit
count. Likewise, only full-time faculty members will be counted.
Therefore, the standards by which the Library will be evaluated
will be found in the American Library Association1s Classlflca-
tion and Pay Plans for Libraries in Institutions of Higher Edu-
cation t Non-Degree-Conferring Institutions.
For 313 freshmen in Arts and Sciences and eight fresh
men in Rome Economics, the student unit count is 325* For I4.8
full-time faculty members at five units for each one, the
service unit count is 21+0. The combined total of 5^3 units
establishes the Morris Brown College Library as a small library
in Class 3*
Staff
The staff of the Morris Brown College Library is com
posed of one full-time librarian and six student assistants.
The Librarian who is a member of the American Library Associa
tion is a graduate of Johnson C. Smith University which Is an
accredited private college in North Carolina and she has com
pleted classroom requirements for the Master of Science degree
in Library Servioe at Atlanta University which is accredited by
the Board of Education for Librarianship of the American Library
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Association. The Librarian works J4.5 hours per week and student
assistants eaoh work from 12 to 1I4, hours a week* By equating
the average of 12 hours per week working schedules of the
student assistants* the group works the equivalent of more than
one full-time professional or elerieal assistant.
The American Library Association would recommend for a
Class 3 library thati
In addition to the Chief Librarian, there shall be
1 position either of professional or clerical grade plus
not less than 28 hours per week of student or elerioal
service.*
When the quality of student performance is taken into considera
tion, the need for a full-time elerioal or professional assis
tant is not satisfied. Therefore, on the score of particular
skills needed for effective performance in library service,
particularly experience in reference and olerioal performance,
it can hardly be said that the Morris Brown College Library
meets the standards recommended by the American Library Associa
tion* The Library is over-staffed with student assistants but
is not adequately staffed professionally or clerically.
The Librarian supervises the entire library program and
administers all services. She instruots the Library staff of
student assistants and she oonduots staff meetings; she is
responsible for book selection and order work; and makes recom
mendations for library expenditures. In addition, the Librarian!
Develops policies and procedures of the Library
American Library Association, Board on Salaries, Staff
and Tenure, op. eit., p. I*.
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Issues an annual report to the President of the College.
Prepares work and time schedules for the student as
sistants*
Catalogs and classifies all library materials.
Makes simple repairs on books.
Handles mechanical preparations of materials for the
shelves*
Does all of the typing and filing of catalog cards.
Handles outgoing and incoming mail.
Prepares sets of periodicals or damaged books to be
sent to the bindery*
Holds conferences with administrative officers, faculty
members and students*
Orders printed catalog cards.
In addition to the duties enumerated above, there are
many, many incidental duties which consume a great deal of the
Librarian's time and energy which will not be mentioned here.
Status aad Compensation
The Librarian of Morris Brown College ©njoy® faculty
status whioh includes a oontraot, tenure, and retirement bene
fits. The rank of the present Librarian who has served for
only one year at the College is designated as that of instructor,
As a faoulty member, the Librarian is expected to attend all
faculty meetings, to work on the various College Committees,
and to share other responsibilities which are required of faoul
ty members. The Librarian's salary is commensurate with that
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of a faculty member with the same educational qualifioations
and experience. She is paid $3000*00 for nine months work*
According to the standards of the American Library Association.,
the head librarian of a Class 3 non-degree-oonferring institu
tion should hold qualifioations for Grade 3 professional ser
vice and should receive, according to the scale adopted in I9I4.6,
a minimum salary of $2910.00. Aoeording to the American Li
brary Association Cost of Living Adjusted Scale, adopted in
1931* the minimum should be $4,236.00 per year* In view of
this recommended cost of living adjustment scale, and the 1+5
hour work week the salary of the Librarian fails to meet the
standards set up by the American Library Association*
Vacation and Leaves
The Librarian works on a nine month*s basis and she has
no vacation with pay* However, the Librarian is paid for work
ing on legal holidays observed by the college* Although there
is no formal arrangement for sick leave, the librarian is paid
for absence due to illness* The Librarian, like faculty members,
may secure a leave of absence for study and the administration
enoourages leaves for study and assists in securing aid for
scholarships and fellowships*
Student Assistants
Six informally trained student assistants are employed
to aid in carrying out the functions of the Library* They are
lwCost of Living Adjusted Scale." op* pit*, p* 102*
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selected by the College Personnel Office on the basis of need
and scholarship. The librarian is permitted to recommend as
student assistants, persons who have shown special skills and
special interest in library work. Appointments are made for a
period of one year and satisfactory performance by an assistant
< ften leads to appointments oovering his college career. Student:
working for the first year receive thirty-five cents per hour?
«knd after one year, they are paid forty oents. Wages earned by
u student are credited to his bill at the College.
Student assistants perform whatever duties are assigned
jo them by the librarian. Each assistant shares the responsi
bility of circulation work.
Other specific duties assigned to assistants include*
Shelving books.
Dusting books.
Bringing mail to the Library.
Arranging periodicals and other library materials.
Compiling daily and monthly statistics.
Compiling and posting fine lists for overdue books.
Physical Facilities
The Library, consisting of one room, is located on a
level between the ground floor and the first floor of the main
classroom building. There are two entrances to the Library,
but only one is used as an entrance and exit. On either side
of the Library are wooden stair cases which lead either to the
Library or to rest room facilities for students. With an
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approximate length of 75 feet and a width of ij.6 feet, the Li
brary covers about 3,1*50 square feet of space and is divided
into three areas as follows* an actual reading space (1+6 feet
square) of 2,116 square feet; a stack area of approximately 907
square feet divided into two sections (an area 22 by eight and
one half feet or 187 square feet which are used for unbound
periodicals and an area 36 by 20 and one half feet or 720 square
feet for books); and approximately 20I4. square f@et (2k by eight
and one half feet) of office space for the Librarian. Located
above the Library is the Gallege Chapel and beneath it is a
boiler room, the vibrations of which are felt in the Library
above* It can hardly be assumed that the Library is quiet or
has an atmosphere conducive to serious study and reflection*
There are 18 windows in the Library equipped with
neither blinds, shades, nor screens* In addition to the natural
light and glare from the windows, the Library is inadequately
lighted by 20 incandescent lights suspended from the ceiling*
Ten of these are above the stack area and 10 are above the un
bound periodicals and the Librarian's office space* The walls
and ceilings of the Library are cream colored and the floor
covering is of brown inlaid linoleum* The Library was observed
to be olean at all times and, according to the Librarian, it is
comfortable during the winter, but is not oomfortably cool
during warmer months*
The furnishings in the Library consist of 12 oblong and
two circular tables and 80 chairs; five double sectioned open
shelves on which reference books are found; an open shelf for
20
urrent periodicals* an atlas stand; two newspaper stands} a
ook trough with a small bulletin boards and an upright die-
sionary stand. Three dictionary stands ar® found on the study
jables. Two display cabinets which contain athletic trophies
d awards are also found in the Library. The card catalog is
Located to the left of the circulation desk*
The area provided for reading is poorly lighted by 10
incandescent lights suspended from the ceiling. Eighty persona
or 25 per cent of the freshman enrollment can be accommodated
for study purposes in the reading room. With regard to reading
rooms, E. H. Hanley in her College and University Library Build-
ings makes the following recommendation:
Whatever the size or type of library, a general reference
and reading room is essential. If there are no depart
mental libraries on the campus and if this main room is
the only reading room it should be capable of seating at
least fifty per cent of the student body.1
Periodicals are looated in the south section of the
reading room and are on open shelves. Students may use cur
rent issues at will with the exception of Ebony, Esquire and
Look which are kept in the periodicals stacks and are oirou-
lated from the charging desk.
A relatively small percentage of bound periodicals are
shelved on the last row of the stack area and are circulated
by the desk attendant. Unbound back issues are shelved on
stacks occupying 187 square feet of space adjacent to the Li
brarian's office.
lEdna R. Hanley, College and University Library Build
ings (Chicago* Amerioan Library Association, 1939)» P« 13»
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The front stacks directly behind the charging desk
serve as reference and reserve shelves and the materials are
serviced from the circulation desk. Some general reference
works (such as encyclopedias, biographical tools, book reviews,
and indexes) are on open shelves in the reading room*
Stack space of 907 square feet, comprising nearly 1,302
feet of shelf space and a stack capacity of approximately
10,850 books, is located betwaen the general study area and the
Librarian's office. According to recent reports of the Li
brarian, the Library has, at present, a collection of 12,637
volumes exclusive of bound and unbound periodicals. Among the
books are several hundred seldom or never used books -- books
on religion, chiefly — which carry an *SCB symbol above the
Dewey class number* The stacks are overcrowded and, because of
their location, expansion is impossible. Students are permitted
to go to the stacks to examine and select books.
Librarian's Offioe and Workroom
The Librarian's office and workroom are the same. It
is located directly behind the staok area on an elevation that
rises two steps above the regular library floor space* The
offioe measures 2I4. feet by eight and one half feet and covers
approximately 201+ square feet of floor space. The area is
poorly lighted and its equipment consists of three desks and
three ohairs, a typewriter and table, and two three-sectional
book oases. The four drawer vertical file is also in the Li
brarian's offioe. Uo file cabinets are provided for the
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1 librarian*s records which are stacked on the top of her desk*
''her* is actually no space for any more office equipment and
supplies. Supplies and equipment are stored in boxes and are
placed along the side of the wall* The arrangement between the
reading area and the Librarian's office makes it very difficult
or the Librarian to supervise the room*
All operations involved in technical processing are
carried on in the Librarian's office -- an area too small to
allow for good working conditions* There is no entrance to the
office or processing area except that which leads behind the
charging desk and the stacks and all books and supplies must be
delivered through the reading room and stack area of the Library.
It is the opinion of E. R. Hanley that sufficient space
should be allowed for staff work, and "that of administrative
offices and work rooms." She reindoroes the idea when she
states thatt
The work carried on here must proceed in an orderly
fashion and a generous amount of floor space is necessary
to insure that it does.
Storage Space and Other Facilities
Relative to the physical needs of a library, Hanley
points out thatt
Provision must be made for the storage of shipping
boxes, supplies, discarded or temporarily discarded
furniture, etc* Even an unlighted area on the ground
floor, or basement is satisfactory for this.5
In the Morris Brown College Library boxes of materials and sup




paos is provided for little used facilities or supplies* Han-
ey suggests further that* in addition to comfortable work eon-
itions, facilities for rest and recreation ought to be pro-
ided. The Morris Brown College Library does not have a tele-
hone* oloset or rest room facilities. Such facilities are to
e found in other areas of the classroom building in which the
ibrary is located*
Budget
The Librarian eonsults with the Business Manager in
aking a budget report which is based upon the total amount of
oney needed for the coming year* However, the Librarian does
ot actually know how much money is available for library pur-
oses and her book order lists are compiled and submitted to the
usiness Manager who approves the list in terms of the amount
f money he has available for such purposes* During the school
ear 195U-1955* a total of $k»39k»22 was spent for books, peri-
dicals and binding* Salaries for the same year amounted to
3t997»95» Itemized according to the Business Manager's Office,
ibrary expenditures for salaries, books, periodicals, and
inding totaled $32,603.19 for the five-year period 1951-1955*
f this amount, fll*,089*68 was* spent for books, periodicals,
nd binding while |18,513*51 was appropriated for salaries
see Table 2) •
According to the Classification and Pay Plans, a library
ated as Class 3 should spend not less than $3*00 for eaoh unit
2k
of its service load annually, for books* periodicals, and bind
ing. With a service load of 5&3» the Morris Brown College Li
brary should spend at least $1,689*00 each year* Since 1932 the
College Library has spent more than the minimum amount recom
mended by the American Library Association for its annual book
judget.
Records
The Library Soore Card recommends that the library should
keep comprehensive and accurate statistical records, maintain an
adequate and efficient charging system, as well as prepare a
comprehensive report at regular intervals, which is printed or
otherwise made available to all desiring to see it*
Records kept by the Morris Brown College Library include
daily, monthly, and annual circulation statistics, inter-library
loans, the acquisition of books and periodicals, lists of gifts,
expenditures of library budget, and student reading records for
home use* A summary of these statistics is incorporated into
the Librarian's annual report to the President*
Book Selection, Acquisition and Cataloging
Book selection in the Morris Brown College Library is
the product of at least three considerations: (l) the use of
reputable and standard book selection aids; (2) student and
faculty interest; and (3) materials needed for instruction as
requested by the faculty* Lists submitted to the Librarian are




necked against the Library's holdings as a safeguard against
eedless duplication. Order lists are oompiled by the Librarian
nd are submitted to the Business Office for approval. The Li-
rarian keeps in a folder the list of books to be ordered. Book
urohases are made chiefly through book dealers and only oo-
asionally are individual purchases made.
Student assistants in the Library are not sufficiently
killed to handle the major clerical responsibilities of aequisi-
ions and cataloging; consequently, all work of this nature is
he responsibility of the Librarian and is carried on in her
ffioe.
Books, excluding fiction, are classified according to the
)ewey Decimal Classification scheme. Periodicals and pamphlets
a.re not classified. Pamphlets are placed in the vertical files
nd are arranged alphabetically by subject according to the Sears
ist of Subject Headings.1 Fiction is not classified and is ar
ranged alphabetically, by author, on the shelves. Reference
books are indicated by an "R" placed above the Dewey number and
are shelved directly behind the charging desk. The cataloging
is in accordance with the Library of Congress Rules for Descrip
tive Cataloging2 and the American Library Association's Rules
for Title and Author Entries«3 From four to five Library of
bertha M. Friek, Sears List of Subject Headings (New
York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1950). """
^Library of Congress, Rules for Descriptive Cataloging
in the Library of Congresji (Washington* 1T7~S, Government Print
ing Office, 1949)*
3American Library Association, Cataloging Rules for Au-
hor and Title Entries (2d ed.j Chicago: American "Library Asso-hor and T
ciation, 19U91-
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Congress cards are ordered for each books an author, title, and
subject card, and a card for the shelf list. Cards for other
entries are typed by the Librarian. Joint author entries are
used sparingly and compiler and illustrator entries are not used
it all.
Circulation
The Librarian, with the aid of student assistants, as-
jumes the responsibilities of circulation and reference service.
e Librarian is on hand as much as possible to assist with
reference service when student assistants encounter difficulty
in rendering such service. Books which ar© not circulated for
immediate use in the Library may be charged out for loans of
seven day periods. Reserve books are served from the circulation
desk and must be used in th® Library, k reserve book may be
checked out for overnight us© 1+5 minutes before the Library
closes, and must be returned by 8*30 A.. M. of the next school
day.
Overdue notices are not sent to students by mail, but a
list of overdue books and borrowers is placed on the bulletin
board of the classroom building* Similar lists are also posted
in the college dormitories.
Fines of three cents per day are charged for overdue
books in general circulation. Pines for reserve books are 10
cents for the first hour and three cents for eaoh additional
hour thereafter until a maximum of 25 cents is reached.
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or each additional day a reserve book is overdue, a fine of 25
jents is imposed. Money collected from fines is forwarded to
;he Business Manager of the College*
According to the American Library Association, a Class 3
Son-Degree-Conferring Institution Library should be opened for
service a minimum of 32 hours a week. The Morris Brown College
Library is open for circulation 66 and one half hours per week*
which is 3hh hours per week above the minimum recommended*
These hours are as follows:
8t00 A.M. - 9t00 P.M. — Monday* Tuesday, Thursday
8s00 A.M. - 7«00 P.M. — Wednesday
8*00 A.M. - 5«3O P.M. — Friday
8:00 i.M. - 12s00 Noon
2t00-'?.U. - 5s00 P.M. — Saturday
It is because of its proximity to Atlanta University
which serves five tlegro colleges in Atlanta that little use is
made of interlibrary loan service in the Morris Brown College
Library. In many instances, materials not in the Library but
needed by the faculty for reference and research have been
easily accessible in the Atlanta University Library, thus re
ducing interlibrary loan service to a minimum. There have been
a few instances when materials not available in the library
serving the University Center were borrowed from libraries out
side the Atlanta area. Statistics included in the Librarian's
annual reports for the five-yaar period 1951-1955 <io not indi
cate that loans were made to other libraries.
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Teaching the Use of the Library
Methods of teaohing the use of the Library at Morris
Jrown College are both formal and informal. Informal instruc
tions are given during Orientation Week at which time the li
brary staff acquaints freshmen and new students with the Library*
"he student is taught how to use the library and is acquainted
!ith regulations governing its use. Aeross-the-oounter instruc-
ions are given throughout the school year by the Library staff
hen students encounter difficulty in using the card catalog or
locating reference books* Formal instructions in the use of the
Library begin with the freshman English courses. Library in
struction forms a unit of the Communications loi course and in
cludes the system of cataloging, use of card oatalog, locating
information in various subject areas, the use of periodical in
dexes, and the preparation and compilation of bibliographies*
Publicity
The Library has no definite publicity program* Library
services are publicized as specific occasions which warrant
mention arise* Some publicity releases prepared by the Librarian
are submitted to the Director of Public Relations. These re
leases are given occasionally to local newspapers and to the
college paper. As a part of the publicity program, the Librarian
prepares exhibits for a small bulletin board located in the Li
brary and for special displays in the lobby of the classroom
building* Library exhibits on "Books for Holiday Reading" are
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usually prepared In oonnection with festival seasons such as
Easter, Thanksgiving and Christmas* From time to time* campus
clubs and the various departments of the College are invited to
sponsor exhibits in the Library* While the subjects of the ex
hibits sponsored by the Library do vary somewhat* the larger
portion deal with new aoquisitions and suggested or recommended
reading*
Summary
The Morris Brown College Library is designed specifically
for freshmen and is rated as Class 3 when measured by the Ameri
can Library Association standards*
The staff for 195i+-1955 was composed of the Librarian
and six student assistants. There was neither a olerioal nor
professional assistant to the Librarian* For a Class 3 library
with 563 service units, the American Library Association recom
mends, in addition to the head librarian, one professional or
clerical assistant plus not less than 28 hours per week of
student or clerical service*
Ail members of the Morris Brown College Library staff
serve at the circulation desk and render reference service*
he staff works on a nine-month basis and is paid for days taken
off because of sickness* There is no vacation with pay.
The location of the Library is undesirable and, because
>f its noisy surroundings, is not oonduoive to effective study,
eating space Is inadequate for the clientele it serves. The
Library is generally clean and comfortable in winter, but
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unoomfortably warm during warm months. Lighting throughout is
inadequate*
There is a shortage of space for reading and general
study. The staoks are orowded and oannot be expanded. Adequate
work rooms and administrative offices have not been provided by
the College. The Librarians office is shared by staff as
sistants and is used also as a cataloging and work room. There
is no janitor»s oloset, running water, or rest room facilities
for staff or students. There is no telephone in the Library.
The Librarian assists in making the budget upon which
the Library is to operate.
Records of the Morris Brown College Library include
daily, monthly, and annual circulation statistics for reading
room and home use, interlibrary loan records, lists of gifts,
and expenditures of library budget.
There is no definite publicity program for the Library.
However, some use is made of bulletin board displays, exhibits,
and occasional releases to the College paper.
CHAPTER III
MATERIALS COLLECTION
It has been pointed out in the preceding chapter that
although Morris Brown College is a degree-conferring four-year
institution, its Library is technically a lower level one de
signed to serve only the freshman population of its total student
enrollment. It was also pointed out that the students above
freshman olassification attending Morris Brown College make use
of the library resources of Atlanta University. The Morris Brown
College Library, therefore, would necessarily be classified as
a library in a non-degree-conferring institution.
The Morris Brown College Library in 1954-1955 had a
service unit load of 5&3 units which established it as a Class 3
on-degree-oonferring institution library. Therefore, the book
and periodicals collections were measured by standards designed
or Class 3 libraries in the American Library Association's
I lassifieation and Pay Plans.
At the end of the 1954-1955 academic year, there were 12,637
ooka in the Morris Brown College Library. According to the Clas-
ification and Pay Plans, a Clas3 3 non-degree-oonferring library
hould have w50 books for each unit of the first 100 units of
^American Library Association, Board on Salaries, Staff
md Tenure, 00. cit >
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Lts service load; 8 books for each unit thereafter." According
to this minimum standard, the Morris Brown College Library
should have at least 8,704 books to serve its present freshman
snrollment and faculty* The Library has 3*933 more books than
the minimum number recommended by the American Library Associa
tion*
When measuring the Library* s collection* a standard
which may be also taken into consideration is the up-to-dateness
of the material in various subject areas* Accordingly, the
Morris Brown College Library's book collection has been checked
for recency in seven broad subject areas*
TABLE 3
RECENCY OF TITLES HELD BY THE MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE






























































































In Table 3 is shown an analysis of titles in seven
broad areas in the College Library as to their recency of pub
lication* The classes ares (1) religion, (2) science, (3) the
sooial scienoes including education, (1+) useful arts, (5) fine
arts, (6) history including geography, travel, and biography,
and (7) novels* About 53 per cent of the titles in the seven
selected subj eot areas were dated since I9I4.O and hi per cent
were dated prior to I9I4.O. Of 6,679 titles in these subj eot
areas 3U6 or 5*2 per cent were dated before 1900 and 579 or 8*7
per cent were dated from 1900 through 1919* Between 1920 and
1930 a total of 688 or 10*3 per cent were dated and 1.5U5 or
23*1 per cent were dated from 1930 through 1939* Between 19^0
and 195° & total of 2,280 or 3U»1 per cent were published; and
1,21+1 or 18*6 per cent were published since 1950. The largest
number of books held by the Library was in the area of the social
sciences which includes education* Books relating to history,
geography, travel and biography rank next to social science and
education not only in the number of titles held but also in
recenoy of titles held* Works in fine arts and fiction ranked
lowest in these respects.
Reference Materials
The use of checklists is a highly recommended method of
evaluating library holdings for at least two reasons: (1) Check
lists may reveal inadequacies in the library's holdings and/or
may serve as a guide in the selection of needed acquisitions;
and (2) usually, checklists are the results and recommendations
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of pooled, rather than individual, judgment of authorities in
specific subject areas. The Morris Brown College Library was
checked against two highly recommended standard checklists:
The Classified List of Reference Books and Periodicals for JLO
lege Libraries,1 and Good Reading**
TABLE h
A COMPARISON OF GENERAL REFERENCE BOOKS BY TYPE HELD
BY THE MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE LIBRARY WITH THOSE
ON THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION LIST
Types of General
Reference Books


































General works*-- Table h shows a comparison of general
books held by the Library with the general reference books
on. oit.
^Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
>
2Natlonal Council of Teachers of English, op. cit.
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listed by the Southern Association's C1assijPiedL__Li.8t__of_ Reference
Books and Periodicals for College Libraries. The Library holds
72 or 38 per cent of the 192 reference books recommended by the
Association* The Library has five out of eight atlases on the
Southern Association list; 11 out of 13 of the dictionaries and
enoyolopedias; 11 out of 21 indexes and directories; and 13 out
of the 26 titles in the area of library science. Areas with
little or no representation are bibliography, biography, public
documents, and printing and publishing.
Biological soienoes.— There are 183 books in the area
of biological soienoes recommended by the Southern Association.
Table 5 indicates that the Morris Brown College Library has only
15 or eight per cent of these. Six are in the area of botany,
four are in psychology, three are in zoology, and one each is
found in the areas of general biology and physiology and hygiene
( see Table 5} •
TABLE 5
A COMPARISON OF THE HOLDINGS OF THE MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE
LIBRARY WITH THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION LIST IN THE AREA
























The humanities.-" Relative to the humanities, Table 6
eveals that the Library holds I0I4. or 29 per cent of the 358
eferenee titles suggested by the Southern Association* The
ollection is strongest in the areas of American language and
iterature having 30 out of 6J4. recommended titles; general
anguage and literature with 18 out of I4.O; and in fine arts with
2 out of ^1 reoommended titles* The collection shows fewer
itles in the area of the foreign languages*
TABLE 6
A COMPARISON OP THE HOLDINGS OF THE MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE








































Physical sciences*-- Table 7 shows that of 208 reference
orks in the physical sciences reoommended by the Southern As-
ociation, the Morris Brown College Library holds 58 or 35
ent* Seven of these are in physics,; there are five each in
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meterology and astronomy; and 15 are in geology* The Library
has small representation in the areas of engineering, chemistry,
and general reference works, while such fields as aeronautics,
radio, and standards are not represented at all*
TABLE 7
A COMPARISON OF THE HOLDINGS OF THE MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE
LIBRARY WITH THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION LIST IN THE AREA









































Social sciences*-- Of 321 titles in the social sciences
suggested by the Southern Association, the Library holds 68 or
21*1 per cent* An analysis of Table 8 shows that of 82 recom
mended titles in history, the Library has 25; of k5 general
reference tools, the Library has 11; and of 39 recommended
titles in the area of political science, the Library has 10*
The collection is weakest in the areas of sociology (with five
39
out of 30 recommended titles); economics and business administra
tion (with five out of I4.9) ; and anthropology (with one out of
six*
TABLE 8
A COMPARISON 0? THE HOLDINGS OF THE MORRIS BROW COLLEGE
LIBRARY WITH THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION LIST IN THE AREA




































As a summary, Table 9 shows that the reference collection of the
Morris Brown College Library contained 317 or 25 per cent of the
1,262 titles on the Southern Association list. Further analysis
of Table 9 shows that best representation in the reference col
lection is in the area of general reference tools in whioh the
Library holds 72 or 38 per cent of the 192 titles suggested.
The Library holds 1014. or 29.05 per cent of the 358 recommended
titles in the area of the humanities. The area of the physical
soienoes ranks next to the humanities with 58 or 35*30 per cent
of the recommended titles* Areas weakest in representation are
bhe social soienoes with 68 or 21*18 per cent of 321 suggested
itles and the biological sciences with 15 or eight per cent of
the number on the Southern Association List*
TABLE 9
A SUMMARY OF THE TITLES OM THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION LIST




































per cent or 3h of the 56 titles of general reference books
listed in Good Reading are found in the Morris Brown College
Library. In Table 10 a comparison is made of the number of
general reference books by type held by the Library with the
general reference books listed in Good Reading. An analysis
of that table shows that the Library has all the science titles
recommended; eight of the 1U titles in the area of literatures
five of biographical works and five of the eight dictionaries
and fact books respectively. Further analysis reveals that the
Library does not possess either of the three atlases recommended.
TABLE 10
A COMPARISON OF GENERAL REFERENCE BOOKS BY TYPE HELD BY
THE MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE LIBRARY WITH THE GENERAL


































Non-Referenoe Books.-- An analysis of Table 11 shows
bhat of 385 titles in nine subject areas listed in Good Reading,
fche Morris Brown College Library has 73 or 19 per cent of them,
further analysis of Table 11 shows that the Library has 13 out
of hi titles listed in religion; 13 out of 60 titles in philoso-
hyj 12 out of 51 titles in anthropology and sociology. The
ibrary holds fewer titles in th© areas of social geography
three out of kl) and the physical sciences (two out of 30).
Novels*— Of the 14,13 novels listed in Good Reading the
Library has 12^ or 30 per cent distributed under six distinct
headings. These headings are: (1) Nineteenth Century American
Novels of which the Library has 1^ or 32.5 per cent of the k3
titles listed; (2) Nineteenth Century English Novels, of which
J;he Library has 33 or lj.7.8 per cent of the 69 titles listed?
'3) Nineteenth Century Continental Novels of which the Library
das 18 or 30 per cent of the 60 titles listed} (h) Twentieth
Jentury American Novels of which the Library has 35 or 29.J+ per
eent of the 119 titles listed} (5) Twentieth Century English
o^els of which the Library has 11 or 19.2 per cent of 57 titles
listed, and (6) Twentieth Century Continental Novels of which
the Library has 13 or 20 per ©ent of the 65 titles listed (see
Table 12).
TABLE 11
A COMPARISON OF TITLES II IIKE SUBJECT AREAS HELD BY THE





































The analysis of the periodicals collection shows that
the Morris Brown College Library subscribes to 101 periodicals
and 12 newspapers. The Southern Association has a list of kU.2
periodicals and 56 or 12.7 per cent of these are in the Library.
Table 13 indicates that more of them are found in the areas of
general periodicals, home economics, and sooiology and anthro
pology (see Table 13). There is one each in the areas of chem
istry, fine arts, mathematics, music, philosophy, and the romance
languages. The Library's collection is not presented in 10 areas
on the recommended list of periodicals. Among these are business
administration, classics, psychology, and physics.
TABLE 12
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF NOVELS LISTED IN GOOD READIIG BY
PERIODS AND NATIONALITIES HELD BY THE MORRlS BROWN
COLLEGE LIBRARY







































There are k5 periodicals held by the Library which are
not on the Southern Association list. Thirteen of these are
eneral periodicals. The others are distributed in various sub
set areas as follows: seven in both education and history; six
n business administration; three each in the social sciences
sind physical education and hygiene; two in sociology and anthro
pology; and one each in biology, mathematics, music, and psy-
cnoiogy •





































PERIODICALS HELD BY THE




































































Sinee I9I4.O the Morris Brown College Library has acquired
3,521 books. The largest proportions of the acquisitions have
been in the areas of the social sciences and education, history
| including geography, travel, and biography), and religion, with
53.14. per cent, 18.0 per oent and 13.1 per cent respectively.
The lowest proportions are in the areas of fine arts (6.3 per
oent) and fiction (7.2 per cent). Fifty-three per oent of the
books were published since 19^0 while 1*7 per cent were published
prior to 19i*-0.
In comparing the Library's holdings of general works
with those recommended by the Southern Association, the Morris
Brown College Library holds 72 out of 192 general works. Of 56
general works recommended in Good Reading the Library has 3k*
The proportions of the reference works in the various subject
areas on the Southern Association List are as follows: Of 183
titles recommended in the area of the biological sciences, the
Library has 15; of 358 titles in the area of the humanities, 101*.
are in the Library? of 208 reference works in the physical
sciences the Library has 58; and of 321 titles suggested in the
social sciences the Library holds 68*
A comparison of the titles recommended by Good Reading
in nine subject areas with those held by the Morris Brown Col
lege Library shows that the Library has 13 of k7 reoommended
titles in the area of religion? 13 of 60 titles recommended in
philosophy? and 12 of 51 titles in anthropology and sociology.
Subject areas in which the Library's collection is sparsely
U6
©presented are political science and social geography, the
ormer having two of the 30 titles suggested, the latter having
hree out of 1+7 •
One hundred and twenty-four of the Ij.13 novels reoom-
mended in Good Reading are in the Morris Brown College Library.
Distributed by periods, the larger portion of the novels is
found under nineteenth century English and American novels (33
out of 69 and Ik out of itf respectively). The Library has fewer
titles under twentieth century continental novels (13 out of 65)
and twentieth century English novels (11 out of 57) •
The Morris Brown College Library subscribes to 56 of the
M42 periodicals recommended by the Southern Association as well
as k5 periodicals which are not found on the Southern Association
List. The Library has no audio-visual equipment nor materials.
That which the College possess is scattered about in the various
subject departments and is acquired and administered by them.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AID RECOMMENDATIONS
In Chapter I a brief history, including objectives and
the curriculum of the Morris Brown College and a short history
of the development of the Library was given. It was pointed out
that the Library of Morris Brown College had its beginning in
I88I4. with the completion of the north wing of Gaines Hall which
housed the Library as well as reception rooms, music rooms, and
girl si dormitory. Prom 1918 with a collection of i*,000 books,
the Library*s collection has been built up to a total of 12,637
books, 101 periodical subscriptions, and 12 newspaper subscrip
tions*
Chapter II concerns itself with the organization and the
administration of the Morris Brown College Library* Classified
on the basis of its freshman use, the Library ranks as Class 3
when measured by the American Library Association minimum
standards* The Library's book and periodicals collection serves
a faculty of ^l members and a freshman enrollment of 323*
The American Library Association recommends for a Class
3 Library that in addition to the head librarian there should be
one position either of professional or clerical grade plus a
minimum of 28 hours per week of student or clerical service*
Morris Brown College has not satisfied the need for a full-time
clerical or professional assistant and, therefore, does not in
this respect meet the minimum standards recommended by the
hi
American Library Association* The Library is over-staffed with
student assistants whose average of 12 hours per week is the
equivalent of more than one full-time professional or olerical
assistant* When the quality of student performance is taken
into consideration* particularly in reference and olerical areas,
it can hardly be said that the Library meets recommended stand
ards*
The Librarian of Morris Brown College enjoys the rank
and shares the campus responsibilities required of a faculty
member* Her salary of $3,000*00 for nine months' work is com
mensurate with that of a faculty member with the same educa
tional qualifications and experience. According to the recom
mendations of the American Library Association, the Librarian
of a Class 3 non-degree-oonferring institution library should
reoeive a minimum salary of flj.,236.00 per year. In view of this,
the salary of the Librarian for her multitudinous responsibili
ties comprising U5 scheduled hours of work each week fails to
meet the standards set up by the American Library Association.
Six informally trained student assistants selected by
the College Personnel Office reoeive from 35 to I4.0 cents per
hour to assist in carrying out the functions of the Library.
Noises from the College chapel above; vibrations from
the boiler room below, coupled with noises from nearby rest
rooms caused by heavy traffic on wooden stair cases leading to
the Library render the location of the Library undesirable.
Inadequately lighted throughout, the Library -- observed to be
k9
clean at all times — is comfortable during the winter but it
is uncomfortably warm during the warmer months.
Only 80 persons or 25 per cent of the freshman enrollment,
which the Library is designed to serve, can be accommodated for
tudy purposes in the reading room. Recognized standards would
equire that a general reference and reading room be capable of
eating at least 50 per cent of the student body. On the basis
f such a standard, it is obvious that the study area and total
eating capacity of only one-fourth of the College's freshman
enrollment is less than that reoommended by recognized standards.
The stack area is overcrowded by nearly 1,800 books and
iamnot lie expanded. The Librarian's office and workroom are
actually the same and occupy an area too small to allow for good
urorking conditions. Authorities agree that sufficient work
jspaoe should be allowed for staff work and for administrative
offices and work rooms. By virtue of the fact that there is a
paucity of office and work space, one conclusion is inevitables
lorris Brown College has not provided adequately for the Library
workroom and administrative offices.
There is no telephone in the Library, nor are olosets,
running water, or storage space provided.
The American Library Association recommends that, with a
service load of 563 units, a library the siae of that of Morris
3rown College should spend at least $1,689*00 each year for books,
periodicals, and binding. The College, since 1952, has spent
more than the minimum amount reoommended for its annual budget.
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The Librarian makes an annual report to the President
f the College into which are incorporated daily, monthly, and
nnual circulation statistics, records of interlibrary loans,
he acquisition of books and periodicals, lists of gifts, ex-
enditures for the library, and student reading records for home
The American Library Association recommends that a Class
non-degree-conferring institution library should be open a
ninimum of 32 hours a week. The Morris Brown College Library,
apen for 66^ hours, and in turn serves its clientele 3^+4 hours
er week above the minimum recommended*
Formal instruction is given on the use of the Library
Ln a freshman English course*
Chapter III is concerned with an evaluation of the ma
terials collection of the Library. The quantitative appraisal
of the book collection showed that Morris Brown's 12,637 vol
umes numbered 3,933 volumes more than the minimum requirement of
8,70i+ books, and that the greater number of volumes was found in
the subject areas of social science and education, history, and
religion. The wider gaps of omission were in the areas of fine
arts and fiotion.
The qualitative analysis consisted of a study of seven
broad subject areas for recency and an evaluation of the holdings
in the reference, fiotion, and periodicals collections by two
standard checklists. The analysis of recency showed that U7
cent of the books in seven subject areas were dated prior to
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I9I4.O. The same analysis revealed that 53 per eent of the titles
were published during and after 19U0. A qualitative analysis
of the reference books showed further that 25«1 per cent of the
titles recommended by the Southern Association and 18.9 per eent
of the titles recommended by Good Readying in nine subject areas
were in the reference collection.
In order to evaluate Morris Brown's periodicals collec
tion, a checklist of periodicals recommended for college li
braries by the Southern Association was checked against the
periodicals collection. An analysis of the periodicals collec
tion showed that the Library subscribes to 101 periodicals and
12 newspapers. It was revealed that 12.7 per oent of the titles
recommended by the Southern Association were in the Library.
The largest number was found in the areas of general periodicals,
home eeonomios, and sociology and anthropology. There were no
periodicals listed in the subject areas of business administra
tion, classics, psychology, and physics. The Library also held
periodicals which were not listed by the Southern Association*
Recommendations
On the basis of the data presented above, the following
recommendations are submitted for the purpose of modernizing
and improving the services, the operation and working conditions
of the Morris Brown College Library:
1. The professionally trained library staff should be
increased to meet at least the minimum standards
recommended by the American Library Association.
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2. Adequate salary increases should be provided in
order to meet those minimum salaries recommended by
the American Library Association in order to attract
and maintain a high oalibre of library personnel.
3. Uniform work schedules of 37s hours a week should
be adopted* In no instance should a staff member
be expected to work more than J4.O hours a week.
I4.. Plans for future development of the Library quarters
might well include re-location or expansion and
modernization of the Library's facilities which will
provide adequately for all the services the Library
is expected to render; or that the present quarters
be expanded and made more comfortable bys
a. Providing closet and rest room facilities;
b. Providing an office for the Librarian apart
from a work room which should be equipped with
running water;
o* Providing telephone service in the Librarian's
office; and
d. Providing more study space for students.
5« If the Library is to remain in its present location,
a newer heating system ought to be installed in
order to eliminate the vibrations from the furnace
which are felt in the Library. It is also sug
gested that some type of ventilation system for
comfort during warm months* and a more adequate
lighting system be installed.
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6. It is further reoomaended that provisions should be
made for storage of back issues of newspapers and
periodicals which are not bound. Likewise, there
should be storage space for seldom or never used
books which could well be weeded from the shelves*
7. Some locker space or hangers should be provided for
coats, hats, and umbrellas of Library users and the
staff*
8. A Library budget should be planned cooperatively by
the Librarian and the College administration, and
the Librarian should have the authority and responsi.
bility of administering the budget for the Library's
program*
9* Since the Librarian has no direct contacts with the
student except at the servioe desk, it would be well
to organize and sponsor some type of student library
club in order that there might be a more direct and
informal relationship between the Librarian and the
students•
10* The Library should operate by a staff manual which
would define the objectives, organization and the
program of the Library, and the specific duties and
procedures of the Librarian as well as those of the
student assistants*
11* With regard to the reference and periodicals col
lections, it is observed that even though the cur
rent book budget is more than the minimum which is
5k
recommended "by the American Library Association,
there is still not allocated enough money to fill
in the reading gaps in certain of the subj eot areas
where reference materials are noticeably lacking.
Sinoe certain of the courses required of freshmen
embrace many of the academic disciplines, future
acquisitions in the reference and periodicals col
lections should include some of the materials recom
mended in the areas where they are either lacking or
are sparsely represented*
12* As compared with the titles included on the Southern
Association's List, the Library has an average rat
ing with the Good Reading list. It is particularly
strong in the area of general reference works. Areas
in which inadequacies are revealed are those of the
physical sciences, social geography, and economics.
According to the listings of the Southern Association,
the holdings of Morris Brown College show up very
poorly in the areas of the physical sciences, the
social soiences, and the biological sciences* Ef
forts should be made to incorporate more books in
these areas in order to give the student a wider
range of collateral reading for the survey courses
offered to freshmen and to stimulate and broaden the
scope of general cultural reading.
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